
Fuzz face pedal build

Input & Output jacks
These are mono jacks - they have a ground connection and a signal 
connection, for one audio channel.  A stereo jack would have a third 
connection for the other audio channel.  

The tip connection is the signal, the sleeve goes to ground.  

Capacitors

Changing C1 will affect how much bass is cut from the signal - Try a few values around 1µF to 
4.7µF to see what sounds good with your guitar and amp.  

Remember that the electrolytic capacitors have a polarity.  Check that you’ve got the negative side 
pointing the correct way.  
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Capacitor Value Type/Markings

C1 2.2µF Electrolytic

C2 100nF Film (µ1)

C3 22µF Electrolytic



Resistors

The Volume pot may work with a 250k pot instead - as long as it is a Log (or Audio - A) pot.    A 
bigger value for the volume will cut more volume more quickly as you turn the knob down.  
Experiment to see what you think sounds best.  

Transistor
The transistors we are starting with are 2n3904, but you can 
also try a 2n5088 or 2n5089 - they will give you more gain 
(especially the 5089).  These three transistors all have the 
same pinout - so you can interchange them without moving 
any other parts.  

Fuzz face pedals usually have a smaller gain for Q1, and a larger 
gain for Q2.  Try different combinations of the transistors you have to see 
how they sound.  

If nothing is working, the first thing to check is whether you’ve got a transistor in backwards.  
Happens to everyone, even professionals who’ve done heaps of pedals.  

More mods…
Add a tone control - a capacitor and variable resistor can make a simple tone control.

Resistor Value Markings

R1 33k Orange Orange Black Red Brown

R2 330Ω Orange Orange Black Black 
Brown

R3 8.2k Blue Red Black Brown Brown

R4 100k Brown Black Black Orange Brown 

R5 - Fuzz 1k Linear potentiometer B1k

R6 - Volume 500k Log potentiometer A500k
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